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Abstract—Social networks are used by cities primarily for
announcing local-area events, but also for increasing engagement
of citizens in votes and elections. Given the current plethora of
heterogeneous social networks, city administrators can benefit
from social networks to promote initiatives, which are important
to a current smart city as well use them to discover future needs
in order to manage resources more efficiently. Our focus in this
paper is how we can adapt commercial and viral marketing
techniques to smart city systems to influence the behavior, opinion
and choices of citizens in order to improve their well being and
that of the whole society as well as predicting future trends and
events.
Index Terms—smart city; social network; community detec-
tion; influential
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, social networks form an important communication
platform. People located at geographically distinct locations
can communicate with each other via various social networks.
These networks can be modeled as graphs where people form
the vertices and the relation between the people form the
edges. In these networks, people sharing common interests form
communities. Members of these communities can effectively
share information and communicate with each other. Humans
have a natural tendency to get influenced by the decisions
of others. In a social network too, some people act as key
influencers such that they extend their influence to others.
Thus, by targeting such influencer seed sets we can do better
marketing of a product. A possible scenario of using social
networks in city planning is to increase public participation
by conducting polls to seek majority opinion of citizens. In
addition, social networks are also helpful for the efficient
resource management of cities, e.g., estimating the scale and
size of events.
A. Motivation
Smart cities use modern information technology measures to
build a well planned and a resource efficient city. Building such
a smart city is a gradual process, where identifying current
problems that a city faces is the primary step. Examining the
different factors and players of each local government can be
the first step towards proposing smart city initiatives [1]. The
basis of an integrative framework, that will cope with the top
challenges of a modern smart city, should be operational cost-
wise and time-wise efficient and improve city management [2].
Citizens play an important role in identifying such challenges.
Involvement of the public is important to build a smart city.
People must voice their opinion on various issues faced as well
as share ideas for the betterment of the city with others. Social
networks is widely used as a communication platform to share
information. Various social networking sites like Facebook,
Twitter etc provide a central location for sharing information
among remote users. The like, comment and forming of groups
features of Facebook or re-tweet, follow features of Twitter
provide an effective way of sharing information. Micro blogging
is another popular social medium where users express their
opinions about any issue with others. Use of these social
networks will benefit in building the smart cities in the planning
and managing of resources.
People express different opinions about different issues in so-
cial networks. We can group these people in the network, based
on the common issues as well as common sentiments about a
particular issue to form different communities. Communities
formation will lead to better sharing and in depth analysis of
an issue as all people in a community are facing or sharing
interest in that common issue. The communities, can propose
solutions and ideas for overcoming the problems or challenges
faced using technology. Polls and surveys can be conducted via
social medias, to finalize such proposals. People can also keep
track of the status of the implementation of plan via social
networks. Thus, use of social networks increases the public
participation in smart cities and enhance local government
accountability.
In each community, some people are more active in voicing
their opinions. For example, some micro bloggers are more
popular and have large number of followers, some journalists
are more effective in spreading the information. They act as
influencers in their network. The opinion and behavior of the
rest of the people in participating in that network is influenced
by such influencers. Their positive comments and writing
motivates people. Finding such influential individuals, called
influencers, in a community will influence the community at
large. This will benefit in campaigns of spreading awareness,
increasing public participation in the planning process etc. Thus,
finding influencers in communities can lead to effective and
organized planning to build smart cities.
B. Problem Definition
A social network is represented as a graph G = (V,E),
where V is the set of vertices (people, users or citizens) and
E is the set of their edges describing their connections.
In the first phase we identify the communities in the social
network. We can construct these communities based on every
issue or opinion posted on the social media. Identifying such
communities is the community detection problem (see [3], [4])
and this will allows us to evaluate each vote or comment,
relation with the current topic and predict missing information.
This gives a clear segregation of people in city by the common
views shared by the people.
In the second phase, we will determine the k-influencers
set in each community. Identifying such a set of k total
influencers is known as the influence maximization problem.
The influence maximization problem was formulated as a
discrete optimization problem by Kempe in his paper [5].
Moreover, the potential influence between the users determines
the edge weights. In our approach the edges are unweighted.
Given is a graph G = (V,E) and a budget k; the goal is to
find a set, called seed set, of k-users such that on activating
these k vertices as influencers they can spread the maximum
influence to the other users of the social graph. The influence
spread occurs in discrete steps. Finding influencers in each
community can play a vital role in spreading the awareness
among people of each community.
II. FRAMEWORK
We propose a two phase framework that uses social networks
to enhance everyday operations of smart cities. More specific,
in the first phase we form communities based on the structure
of the underlined graph. Each edge can be formed using some
issue that is an active topic, an opinion or/and some sentiments
that a pair of people share and can be extracted from keywords
search in comments. We use an agglomerative hierarchical
clustering approach to discover communities. In the second
phase, we identify the k-influencers set of each community
that was created in the first phase.
A. Community Detection
The problem of community detection is to cluster people
into one group based on a common opinion and comment. This
can be achieved in two steps. In the first step, we construct a
network graph where each vertex represents an individual user
and edges between vertices are based on topic similarity such as
common comment, same opinion or sentiment for a particular
topic. In the second step we use the generated graph and apply
a community detection algorithm. For our experiments we
have used an agglomerative hierarchical clustering approach
known. In this approach each vertex is assigned to a community
iteratively, based on some common property they possess. One
of the algorithm that uses this approach is the Louvain algorithm
[4], which is a fast greedy optimization algorithm. It iteratively
combines two communities in order to maximize the network












· δ(ci, cj) (1)
Here m = the number of edges, Aij represents the weight of
an edge between vertices i and j, ki is the degree of vertex i,
ci represents the community to which i belongs to and δ is a
function such that δ(u, v) = 1, if u = v else 0.
The Louvain algorithm has two parts. In part 1, all the
vertices of the graph are assigned to different communities,
i.e. the number of communities is equal to the number of
vertices in that graph. For each vertex i, the gain in modularity
is calculated by considering each neighbor of i. A vertex i is
placed in a community for which the gain in modularity is the
maximum, provided that the gain modularity is positive. If the
gain in modularity for each of its neighbors is negative, then i
remains in its original community. This process continues till
no vertex in the graph can further be assigned to a different
community or improve the modularity.
Part 2 consists of creating a new graph where each vertix
corresponds to a community as obtained in part 1. Edges
between the same communities correspond to self-loops. Once
this is done, a new pass starts and part 1 of the algorithm
is repeated to the new graph etc. This process is continued
till no changes can be done and the maximum modularity is
attained. At the end of this algorithm, we get the hierarchy
of communities, i.e., communities within communities. The
height of the hierarchy is equal to the number of passes.
This phase will iteratively cluster together people that share
common views and/or sentiments while keeping track of the
quality of the formed communities, i.e., Q. Once the people
are segregated into different communities, most influential or
active individuals are found in Phase II as described next.
B. Finding Influencers
Recall that in the influence maximization problem we seek to
identify a seed set of k users in a social network that will cause
a maximum spread of information, regarded a specific topic
or issue, to the remaining users of the social network. This
problem is NP -hard and there exists a greedy approximation
algorithm, with a 63% approximation ratio [5], that solves
the problem. This greedy algorithm inserts vertices into the
seed set iteratively, one by one, by adding in each iteration the
vertex that manages to maximize the influence spreading or
has the maximum centrality value. In graphs the centrality of a
vertex defines it’s importance in the network. Some of the most
common centrality are degree centrality, eigenvector centrality,
betweeness centrality, PageRank centrality. In the paper, we
will be using the PageRank centrality based approach for the
seed set of influencers detection. PageRank centrality accounts
for the importance of vertices that a vertex is connected to [6].
A vertex once activated as influencer or influenced remains in
the active state. If a graph consists of cycles it causes influence
feedback of a vertex to itself. This will deviate the information
diffusion measurement. Thus, we construct an acyclic spanning
graph starting with the most central vertex in the original graph.
The advantage of constructing an acyclic spanning graph to
identify the seed set is that the acyclic spanning graph removes
the cycles present in the original social graph and thus make
the running time better [7]. We can then detect the seed set
of influencers by finding the k-top vertices based on their
PageRank centrality in the acyclic spanning graph. Hence, we
observe that the seed set constructed using acyclic spanning
graph is done faster as compared to the seed set constructed
from the original social graph.
C. Algorithm
The steps of our Algorithm is summarized in the following.
Algorithm 1 Finding influencers inside social network com-
munities.
Input: A graph G = (V,E) built from a dataset.
Output: Partition of vertices in disjoint communities and find
a subset K ⊆ V such that remaining vertices V/K are
influenced.
1) Phase I: Finding communities
a) Run Louvain algorithm on the input graph G.
b) Divide detected communities into subgraphs.
2) Phase II: Finding influencers
a) Find the most central node u in every subgraph
using PageRank centralities.
b) Construct an acyclic spanning graph using node
u as a starting point.
c) Find k-top central nodes on the acyclic spanning
graph using PageRank centralities.
III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS AND RESULTS
The objective of the experiments is to find influencers present
inside communities in synthetic and real-world data sets. To
conduct the experiments, we have used python [8] and igraph
library [9] along with some synthetic and real-world social
networks.
We are generating a random graph, which is based on the
Erdos-Rényi model [10]. Given the number of vertices n and
a parameter p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1), this model constructs a graph
G(n, p) such that for each pair of vertices (i, j) it generates
an edge joining i and j with probability p. Specifically, for
our experiments we have used the igraph implementation of
this model were it allows to specify the number of edges m
instead of the probability p.
The random graph that was generated is an undirected graph
with 70 vertices connected by 120 edges. After applying Phase I
of Algorithm 1, the 6 communities were detected as shown
in Figure 1. Vertices belonging to the same community are
colored with the same color. Within each of these communities
we have found two influencers (k = 2). The influencers are
shown in Figure 2 as red enlarged vertices.
Although these computer generated random models give
controlled and appropriate test cases, it is very important to
test our algorithm against real-world dataset. For this purpose
Fig. 1. Phase I: Six Communities in a Random Graph.
Fig. 2. Phase II: Two Influencers in each community of a Random Graph.
Influencers are shown with red color enlarged.
we have selected two real-world datasets. The first one is the
famous Zachary’s karate club [11]. Zachary observed one karate
club and built a friendship network based on the members of
this club. This is an undirected network with 34 vertices and
78 edges. When we used this dataset with our algorithm we
found four communities as shown in Figure 3. Although the
original karate club was split into two groups, the Louvain
algorithm splits this network in 4 communities. Within each
these communities we found one influencer in each community
(k = 1). The karate club was split in real life into two groups
because of the disagreement between two members, which are
labeled by 0 and 33. Our algorithm correctly identifies these as
influencers as shown in Figure 4 along with two additionally
ones.
Fig. 3. Phase I: Four Communities in the Karate Club data set.
Fig. 4. Phase II: One Influencer in each community in the Karate Club data
set. Influencers are shown with red color enlarged.
The second real-world data set we are using is from
Facebook [12]. This network is made up of 4039 individuals
and their relationships and is constructed by conducting a
survey amongst Facebook users. Thus, it has 4039 vertices
and 88234 edges. We used a sample of this data set for our
simulations which consists of 348 vertices and 5038 edges.
Phase I of Algorithm 1 produces ten communities as shown
in Figure 5. Different communities are colored with different
colors. After Phase 2 of Algorithm 1 we get the influencers
shown with red color and enlarged in Figure 6. Here, each
community has three influencers (k = 3).
IV. RELATED WORK
Social networks have large number of applications in
domains like education, entertainment, public awareness, mar-
Fig. 5. Phase I: Ten Communities in the Facebook dataset. Communities are
shown with different colors.
Fig. 6. Phase II: Three influencers in each community of Facebook dataset.
Influencers are shown with red color enlarged.
keting, health-care etc. Due to such wide range of applications
large amount of research has been carried out in social networks.
Community Detection and Influence Propagation are two such
areas which extensively studied and connected to various social
network applications.
A. Community Detection
The problem of community detection requires breaking large
networks into small chunks, clusters or groups of vertices which
possess similar properties [4]. The vertices belonging to the
same cluster form a strong network. Finding such clusters in
large networks is usually computationally expensive and hard.
Therefore, many heuristic algorithms have been proposed to
efficiently find communities within these networks.
There are four methods for graph clustering: graph partition-
ing, spectral clustering, partitional clustering and hierarchical
clustering (see [13]). The problem of graph partitioning is
explained as a division of vertices into partitions. The size of
each partition is fixed and the number of edges connecting
two different partitions should be minimal. These partitions
are called cuts. Finding such cuts is a NP -hard problem.
One of the algorithms that uses that approach is proposed
in [14]. It is based on an evaluation function that is defined as
the difference of intra-community edges and inter-community
edges. During the local search process, this algorithm only
accepts better neighbor solutions and rejects all worse solutions.
Hence this approach gives mostly local optimal solutions.
Spectral clustering approaches include all the methods that
group the set of vertices into a community using eigenvectors
of matrices. Most of the algorithms based on this method
use Laplacian matrices. Most of the social networks have
hierarchical structures, i.e., clusters within clusters and so
on. This approach aims to find such multilevel structures in
social networks. This approach divides the set of vertices into
communities based on vertex similarity. This method is further
classified as Agglomerative and Divisive.
One of the most famous agglomerative algorithm is the
Louvain algorithm [4], which we are using in our framework
and our experiments. Another algorithm is proposed by
Newman et al. [15]. This algorithm finds the largest change in
the value of modularity Q for two adjoining communities and
then combines those two communities. Finding the change in
the value of Q is a time-consuming process and hence this
algorithm instead of maintaining an adjacency matrix and then
calculating ∆Q, maintains and updated matrix of ∆Q. ∆Qij ,
which is calculated for only those communities which are joined
by at least one edge. This process is continued until only one
community remains. The running time of this algorithm is
O(md log n), where m is the number of edges, d is the depth
of the dendrogram and n is the number of vertices. The divisive
approach is a top-down approach in which a large network
graph is iteratively broken down into different chunks based
on centrality measures. One of the most popular algorithms is
defined by Girvan et al. [3]. It uses edge betweenness instead
of using traditional vertex betweenness. It removes edges in
decreasing order of their betweenness ratio. The algorithm
starts by calculating edge betweenness for all edges and then
removing an edge one-by-one with betweenness ratio. After
the removal of the edge, betweenness is re-calculated for all
the edges. The removal of an edge might re-route some of
the shortest paths and thus affect the betweenness of other
edges. This process continues till there are no edges left in the
network.
B. Influence Maximization
Given a fixed budget, finding a set of influencers such that
they will extend their influence to the maximum number of
the remaininf vertices in the network, was first studied as
part of viral marketing. Later, Kempe in [5] stated that the
influence maximization problem is NP -hard. They describe an
approximation greedy algorithm for finding the most influential
vertices in social networks. This greedy algorithm based on
submodularity functions that has an (1 − 1e )-approximation
ratio. It also describes two mainly used information diffusion
models, the Linear Threshold and the Independent Cascade
models.
CELF proposed in [16] is another popular approximation
algorithm based on submodularity and the lazy computation
property. The algorithm considers unit as well as non-constant
costs of vertices in a network. The algorithm explores lazy
evaluation of marginal increments to reduce the computations
and attain better efficiency. An enhancement to this algorithm
is CELF++ algorithm [17]. This algorithm uses the principle
that if the previous best vertex is selected as an influencer in the
current iteration, then we do not recompute the marginal gain.
SIMPATH presented in [18] is another efficient algorithm for
maximizing the influence spread under the Linear Threshold
model. Vertex Cover optimization and Look Ahead optimization
are the two techniques used by this algorithm to reduce the
number of spread estimation calls.
In addition to graph theory based techniques, machine
learning and data mining based algorithms can be used for
influence detection and information spread estimation.
C. Smart cities
In a similar line of research [19], they consider the problem
of finding microblogger influencers, which they call key
microbloggers. In their experiments they collect data from Sina
Weibo, and evaluate the ranking accuracy of their proposed
model. To identify key microbloggers they consider specific
domains which can also change. The ranking is based on
three primary scores of influence and three secondary scores
of activity assigned to each microblogger. In our model we
use topic specified edges and then use the structure of the
constructed graph to determine communities and the influencers
within each community.
Paper [20] proposes a framework on how cities can prevent
crime occurrences by listening on tweets of Twitter. Addi-
tionally, applies the framework to a case study by performing
real-time acquisition of crime detection information from social
media messages.
Another example of how predictive models, which use social
data in the public sector, can assist cities is described in [21].
In that article a pilot project is described that supplements San
Francisco’s food-safety analytics with a predictive tool derived
from Yelp reviews. By isolating Yelp posts with keywords
related to foodborne illness, they created a model that identified
health code violations in restaurants with high accuracy.
The paper [22] proposes an approach to deploy the small cell,
which is a 5G internet technology, in an energy efficient way in
order to support wireless access for numerous devices anywhere
and anytime in smart cities. This deployment framework takes
into account the dynamic traffic patterns. The simulation results
obtained suggest that this achieves better energy efficiency with
the same quality of service.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an approach to utilize social
networks to increase public participation and build smart cities
optimally. In our two phase framework we form communities
based on the common issues faced, opinion of people and
detect influencers in each community formed. We carry out
experiments with the synthetic and real world data sets. As a
part of future work, we plan to improvise our community and
influencers detection algorithms to attain better performance.
We also plan to maximize the influence using different influence
diffusion techniques. In addition, experiments with more real
world social network data sets will be carried out followed by
analysis of results obtained.
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